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Writing development in Struggling
Learners
Understanding the Needs of Writers
Across the Lifecourse
BRILL This volume highlights writing development and its relation to other
cognitive domains, such as language and reading, for individuals who
struggle to acquire writing proﬁciency, including those with speciﬁc
learning disorders (SLD; e.g., dyslexia, dysgraphia, and speciﬁc language
impairment) which aﬀect writing skills (e.g., handwriting, composition).
Writing and writing development are presented from a transnational
perspective with an integrated focus on conceptualizing writing as a
developmental process.

Visible Learning
A Synthesis of Over 800 Meta-
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Analyses Relating to Achievement
Routledge This unique and ground-breaking book is the result of 15 years
research and synthesises over 800 meta-analyses on the inﬂuences on
achievement in school-aged students. It builds a story about the power of
teachers, feedback, and a model of learning and understanding. The
research involves many millions of students and represents the largest
ever evidence based research into what actually works in schools to
improve learning. Areas covered include the inﬂuence of the student,
home, school, curricula, teacher, and teaching strategies. A model of
teaching and learning is developed based on the notion of visible teaching
and visible learning. A major message is that what works best for students
is similar to what works best for teachers – an attention to setting
challenging learning intentions, being clear about what success means,
and an attention to learning strategies for developing conceptual
understanding about what teachers and students know and understand.
Although the current evidence based fad has turned into a debate about
test scores, this book is about using evidence to build and defend a model
of teaching and learning. A major contribution is a fascinating
benchmark/dashboard for comparing many innovations in teaching and
schools.

Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages: Learning,
Teaching, assessment
Companion volume
Council of Europe The CEFR Companion volume broadens the scope of
language education. It reﬂects academic and societal developments since
the publication of the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) and updates the 2001 version. It owes much to the
contributions of members of the language teaching profession across
Europe and beyond. This volume contains: ► an explanation of the key
aspects of the CEFR for teaching and learning; ► a complete set of updated
CEFR descriptors that replaces the 2001 set with: - modality-inclusive and
gender-neutral descriptors; - added detail on listening and reading; - a new
Pre–A1 level, plus enriched description at A1 and C levels; - a replacement
scale for phonological competence; - new scales for mediation, online
interaction and plurilingual/pluricultural competence; - new scales for sign
language competence; ► a short report on the four-year development,
validation and consultation processes. The CEFR Companion volume
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represents another step in a process of engagement with language
education that has been pursued by the Council of Europe since 1971 and
which seeks to: ► promote and support the learning and teaching of
modern languages; ► enhance intercultural dialogue, and thus mutual
understanding, social cohesion and democracy; ► protect linguistic and
cultural diversity in Europe; and ► promote the right to quality education
for all.

Genre
An Introduction to History, Theory,
Research, and Pedagogy
Parlor Press LLC GENRE: AN INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY, THEORY,
RESEARCH, AND PEDAGOGY provides a critical overview of the rich body of
scholarship that has informed a “genre turn” in Rhetoric and Composition,
including a range of interdisciplinary perspectives from rhetorical theory,
applied linguistics, sociology, philosophy, cognitive psychology, and
literary theory.

Writing about Learning and
Teaching in Higher Education
Creating and Contributing to
Scholarly Conversations Across a
Range of Genres
Writing about Learning and Teaching in Higher Education oﬀers detailed
guidance to scholars at all stages-experienced and new academics,
graduate students, and undergraduates-regarding how to write about
learning and teaching in higher education. It evokes established practices,
recommends new ones, and challenges readers to expand notions of
scholarship by describing reasons for publishing across a range of genres,
from the traditional empirical research article to modes such as stories and
social media that are newly recognized in scholarly arenas. The book
provides practical guidance for scholars in writing each genre-and in
getting them published. To illustrate how choices about writing play out in
practice, we share throughout the book our own experiences as well as
reﬂections from a range of scholars, including both highly experienced,
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widely published experts and newcomers to writing about learning and
teaching in higher education. The diversity of voices we include is intended
to complement the variety of genres we discuss, enacting as well as
arguing for an embrace of multiplicity in writing about learning and
teaching in higher education.

How the World Changed Social
Media
UCL Press How the World Changed Social Media is the ﬁrst book in Why We
Post, a book series that investigates the ﬁndings of anthropologists who
each spent 15 months living in communities across the world. This book
oﬀers a comparative analysis summarising the results of the research and
explores the impact of social media on politics and gender, education and
commerce. What is the result of the increased emphasis on visual
communication? Are we becoming more individual or more social? Why is
public social media so conservative? Why does equality online fail to shift
inequality oﬄine? How did memes become the moral police of the internet?
Supported by an introduction to the project’s academic framework and
theoretical terms that help to account for the ﬁndings, the book argues
that the only way to appreciate and understand something as intimate and
ubiquitous as social media is to be immersed in the lives of the people who
post. Only then can we discover how people all around the world have
already transformed social media in such unexpected ways and assess the
consequences

Research in Education
Writing Spaces
Readings on Writing Volume 3
Parlor Press LLC Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing oﬀer
multiple perspectives on a wide range of topics about writing. In each
chapter, authors present their unique views, insights, and strategies for
writing by addressing the undergraduate reader directly. Drawing on their
own experiences, these teachers-as-writers invite students to join in the
larger conversation about the craft of writing. Consequently, each essay
functions as a standalone text that can easily complement other selected
readings in ﬁrst year writing or writing-intensive courses across the
disciplines at any level. Volume 3 continues the tradition of previous
volumes with topics such as voice and style in writing, rhetorical appeals,
discourse communities, multimodal composing, visual rhetoric, credibility,
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exigency, working with personal experience in academic writing, globalized
writing and rhetoric, constructing scholarly ethos, imitation and style, and
rhetorical punctuation.

Resources in Education
To Kill a Mockingbird
Summary & Analysis
Warning: This is an independent addition to Luckiest Girl Alive, meant to
enhance your experience of the original book. If you have not yet bought
the original copy, make sure to purchase it before buying this unoﬃcial
summary from aBookaDay. Scout gives voice to every social circle in
Maycomb through her story, as the little witness who sees all the comings
and goings in the town. Together with Jem, she is her father's watcher,
inspiring Atticus Finch to commit all his greatest eﬀorts to the Tom
Robinson case, so he can show his children what it means to ﬁght a losing
battle. She is the teller of her brother's secrets, letting readers look in on
the changing morality and maturation of a young person growing up in a
southern town in 1935, giving an insight into what the adults of Maycomb
will look like ﬁfteen years later. With her childlike spite and surprising wit,
we can trust Scout Finch to tell the whole truth and nothing but. The
lessons of To Kill a Mockingbird are for Atticus Finch to teach and for us,
through his littlest daughter's eyes, to learn. Available on PC, Mac, smart
phone, tablet or Kindle device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved

Reconnecting Reading and Writing
Parlor Press LLC Reconnecting Reading and Writing explores the ways in
which reading can and should have a strong role in the teaching of writing
in college. Reconnecting Reading and Writing draws on broad perspectives
from history and international work to show how and why reading should
be reunited with writing in college and high school classrooms. It presents
an overview of relevant research on reading and how it can best be used to
support and enhance writing instruction.

International Advances in Writing
Research
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Cultures, Places, Measures
Parlor Press LLC The authors report research that considers writing in all
levels of schooling, in science, in the public sphere, and in the workplace,
as well as the relationship among these various places of writing. The
authors also consider the cultures of writing—among them national
cultures, gender cultures, schooling cultures, scientiﬁc cultures, and
cultures of the workplace.

The Media Book
Hodder Education The Media Book provides today's students with a
comprehensive foundation for the study of the modern media. It has been
systematically compiled to map the ﬁeld in a way which corresponds to the
curricular organization of the ﬁeld around the globe, providing a complete
resource for students in their third year to graduate level courses in the
U.S.

Teaching English as a Foreign
Language
An Introduction
Springer Diese Einführung in englischer Sprache präsentiert in 14 Kapiteln
die grundlegenden Themen und Gegenstandsbereiche der Englischdidaktik.
Gleichermaßen praxisnah wie theoretisch fundiert, behandelt der Band
zentrale Prinzipien und Kompetenzbereiche eines modernen
Fremdsprachenunterrichts. Ausgehend von den zentralen Akteur/innen
(Lehrende und Lernende) und mit Blick auf die Teilbereiche der Sprach-,
Literatur- und Kulturdidaktik werden zudem Vorschläge für den Einsatz
unterschiedlicher Materialien und Medien diskutiert. Weitere Kapitel
widmen sich den institutionellen Organisationsstrukturen und dem Bereich
Assessment/Diagnose. Der Band erscheint in zweifarbiger Gestaltung, mit
Deﬁnitionen und Beispielen sowie mit zahlreichen Abbildungen. This
comprehensive introduction presents the fundamental topics and issues of
TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) in 14 chapters. Integrating
both profound theoretical and creative practical considerations, the central
principles and competence domains of modern foreign language teaching
are discussed. Starting with the main classroom agents (teachers and
learners), the chapters outline a variety of content areas (language,
literature, cultural issues) and thoroughly review materials, media and
methods. Additional chapters are concerned with the historical
development of English language teaching, its current institutional
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organisation as well as assessment and evaluation.

Metacognition in Literacy Learning
Theory, Assessment, Instruction,
and Professional Development
Routledge This volume provides the ﬁrst comprehensive, research-based
examination of metacognition in literacy learning. Bringing together
research ﬁndings from reading, linguistics, psychology, and education, it is
logically organized as follows: Part I provides the theoretical foundation
that supports the teaching of metacognition; Parts II and III provide new
methods for metacognitive assessment and instruction in literacy contexts
at all grade levels; and Part IV provides new information on integrating
metacognition into professional development programs. Key features
include: *Chapter Structure. Teacher reﬂections at the beginning of each
chapter illustrate teacher thinking about the chapter topic and
metacognitive connections at the end of each chapter link its content with
that of the preceding and following chapters. *Contributor Expertise. Few
volumes can boast of a more luminous cast of contributing authors (see
table of contents). *Comprehensiveness. Twenty chapters organized into
four sections plus a summarizing chapter make this the primary reference
work in the ﬁeld of literacy-based metacognition. This volume is
appropriate for reading researchers, professional development audiences,
and for upper-level undergraduate and graduate level courses in reading
and educational psychology.

Python for Data Analysis
Data Wrangling with Pandas,
NumPy, and IPython
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Get complete instructions for manipulating,
processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in Python. Updated for
Python 3.6, the second edition of this hands-on guide is packed with
practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad set of data
analysis problems eﬀectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas,
NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the process. Written by Wes McKinney, the
creator of the Python pandas project, this book is a practical, modern
introduction to data science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to
Python and for Python programmers new to data science and scientiﬁc
computing. Data ﬁles and related material are available on GitHub. Use the
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IPython shell and Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic
and advanced features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data
analysis tools in the pandas library Use ﬂexible tools to load, clean,
transform, merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with
matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and summarize
datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time series data
Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with thorough,
detailed examples

Working with Academic Literacies
Case Studies Towards
Transformative Practice
Parlor Press LLC The editors and contributors to this collection explore
what it means to adopt an “academic literacies” approach in policy and
pedagogy. Transformative practice is illustrated through case studies and
critical commentaries from teacher-researchers working in a range of
higher education contexts—from undergraduate to postgraduate levels,
across disciplines, and spanning geopolitical regions including Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Cataluña, Finland, France, Ireland, Portugal, South Africa,
the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Reading Achievement and
Motivation in Boys and Girls
Field Studies and Methodological
Approaches
Springer This volume links theoretical and instructional approaches on how
reading is motivated and assessed, and examines the interrelationship
between reading motivation and achievement among boys and girls in
culturally and geographically diﬀerent settings. Much of the research on
children’s reading has focused on cognitive processes; however, reading is
an activity that also requires interest and motivation. These attitudes are
generally deﬁned as readers’ aﬀect toward reading and their consequence
is that children with more positive attitudes are more motivated to read.
Taking into account the variability that exists within the notion of gender
and age, this volume aims to examine and scrutinize previous research on
the topic, as well as test theories on how the diﬀerent dimensions of
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reading motivation vary with gender, in relation to cultural issues,
motivational constructs, such as engagement and classroom climate, the
role of emotions, interests and attitudes towards reading, among others.
The book will be of interest to researchers, educators, graduate students,
and other professionals working in the area of literacy, reading motivation,
reading achievement and gender diﬀerences.

Grassroots Literacy
Writing, Identity and Voice in
Central Africa
Routledge What eﬀect has globalization had on our understanding of
literacy? Grassroots Literacy seeks to address the relationship between
globalization and the widening gap between ‘grassroots’ literacies, or
writings from ordinary people and local communities, and ‘elite’ literacies.
Displaced from their original context to elite literacy environments in the
form of letters, police declarations and pieces of creative writing,
‘grassroots’ literacies are unsurprisingly easily disqualiﬁed, either as ‘bad’
forms of literacy, or as messages that fail to be understood. Through close
analysis of two unique, handwritten documents from the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Jan Blommaert considers how ‘grassroots’ literacy
in the Third World develops outside the literacy-saturated environments of
the developed world. In examining these documents produced by socially
and economically marginalized writers Blommaert demonstrates how
literacy environments should be understood as relatively autonomous
systems. Grassroots Literacy will be key reading for students of language
and literacy studies as well as an invaluable resource for anyone with an
interest in understanding the implications of globalization on local literacy
practices.

Linguistics and Language Behavior
Abstracts
LLBA.
Action Research in Education,
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Second Edition
A Practical Guide
Guilford Publications Acclaimed as a text and professional development
tool, this user-friendly resource has now been revised and updated, and
oﬀers expanded coverage of collaborative action research (CAR) and
participatory action research (PAR). Preservice and inservice educators get
crucial step-by-step guidance for conducting classroom- and school-based
studies to improve their instructional practices. Organized to mirror the
full cycle of action research, the book provides balanced coverage of
qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods approaches. Vivid vignettes
and examples illustrate research approaches for a range of teaching and
learning situations, school subjects, and age groups (PreK–12). Readers
learn how research approaches are driven by the research question, as well
as how to develop data collection strategies; design and/or evaluate
assessment tools; interpret, analyze, report, and implement study results;
and design a new cycle of research that builds on the previous one. New to
This Edition *In-depth descriptions of CAR and PAR--which enable groups of
teachers to work together to solve problems in a classroom or school--plus
examples of both throughout the book. *Expanded or new discussions (with
examples) of such topics as how research approaches and methods are
driven by the research question, how to assess diﬀerent types of reliability
and validity, the diﬀerences between analysis and interpretation, and how
to use sequential cycles of research for continuous improvement and
professional development. *Fully updated references and resources.
Pedagogical Features *Both individual and group exercises and activities in
every chapter. *New and updated checklists and guidelines that enable
busy educators to self-assess the progress and quality of their studies.
*Sample templates to assist in development of research instruments.
*Example boxes illustrating the components of an action research report.
*Summary tables highlighting key aspects of diﬀerent research strategies.
*Chapter summaries (now shorter for ease of use) and suggestions for
further reading.

Learning and Expanding with
Activity Theory
Cambridge University Press There is a growing interest in activity theory
across behavioral and social sciences. Activity theory has a very rich and
solid heritage in the works of Vygotsky, Luria, and Leont'ev. The
development of activity theory depends on the understanding of this
heritage. However, this literature is very demanding and often proves
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inaccessible to new generations of scholars who want to pursue empirical
studies. How can students and young researchers be helped to engage
with this heritage as they carry out their inquiries in various social
practices? This book provides researchers with an accessible text that also
supports the use of the classic tradition of activity theory.

The Data Science Design Manual
Springer This engaging and clearly written textbook/reference provides a
must-have introduction to the rapidly emerging interdisciplinary ﬁeld of
data science. It focuses on the principles fundamental to becoming a good
data scientist and the key skills needed to build systems for collecting,
analyzing, and interpreting data. The Data Science Design Manual is a
source of practical insights that highlights what really matters in analyzing
data, and provides an intuitive understanding of how these core concepts
can be used. The book does not emphasize any particular programming
language or suite of data-analysis tools, focusing instead on high-level
discussion of important design principles. This easy-to-read text ideally
serves the needs of undergraduate and early graduate students embarking
on an “Introduction to Data Science” course. It reveals how this discipline
sits at the intersection of statistics, computer science, and machine
learning, with a distinct heft and character of its own. Practitioners in
these and related ﬁelds will ﬁnd this book perfect for self-study as well.
Additional learning tools: Contains “War Stories,” oﬀering perspectives on
how data science applies in the real world Includes “Homework Problems,”
providing a wide range of exercises and projects for self-study Provides a
complete set of lecture slides and online video lectures at
www.data-manual.com Provides “Take-Home Lessons,” emphasizing the
big-picture concepts to learn from each chapter Recommends exciting
“Kaggle Challenges” from the online platform Kaggle Highlights “False
Starts,” revealing the subtle reasons why certain approaches fail Oﬀers
examples taken from the data science television show “The Quant Shop”
(www.quant-shop.com)

Best Practices in Writing Instruction
Guilford Press Highly practical and accessible, this indispensable book
provides clear-cut strategies for improving K-12 writing instruction. The
contributors are leading authorities who demonstrate proven ways to
teach diﬀerent aspects of writing, with chapters on planning, revision,
sentence construction, handwriting, spelling, and motivation. The use of
the Internet in instruction is addressed, and exemplary approaches to
teaching English-language learners and students with special needs are
discussed. The book also oﬀers best-practice guidelines for designing an
eﬀective writing program. Focusing on everyday applications of current
scientiﬁc research, the book features many illustrative case examples and
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vignettes.

Evolution Education Around the
Globe
Springer This edited book provides a global view on evolution education. It
describes the state of evolution education in diﬀerent countries that are
representative of geographical regions around the globe such as Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, North Africa, South Africa, North America, South
America,Middle East, Far East, South East Asia, Australia, and New
Zealand.Studies in evolution education literature can be divided into three
main categories: (a) understanding the interrelationships among cognitive,
aﬀective, epistemological, and religious factors that are related to peoples’
views about evolution, (b) designing, implementing, evaluating evolution
education curriculum that reﬂects contemporary evolution understanding,
and (c) reducing antievolutionary attitudes. This volume systematically
summarizes the evolution education literature across these three
categories for each country or geographical region. The individual chapters
thus include common elements that facilitate a cross-cultural metaanalysis. Written for a primarily academic audience, this book provides a
much-needed common background for future evolution education research
across the globe.

Research Methods for Everyday Life
Blending Qualitative and
Quantitative Approaches
John Wiley & Sons This book oﬀers an innovative introduction to social
research. The book explores all stages of the research process and it
features both quantitative and qualitative methods. Research design topics
include sampling techniques, choosing a research design, and determining
research question that inform public opinion and direct future studies.
Throughout the book, the authors provide vivid and engaging examples
that reinforce the reading and understanding of social science research.
"Your Turn" boxes contain activities that allow students to practice
research skills, such as sampling, naturalistic observation, survey
collection, coding, analysis, and report writing.
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Tools for Matching Readers to Texts
Research-based Practices
Guilford Press A guide to the diﬀerent systems for determining text
diﬃculty oﬀers a review of recently developed applications such as Lexiles,
as well as traditional readability formulas and systems for beginning
readers and coverage of two electronic book matching programs,
Accelerated Reader and Reading Counts.

Educational Research
Planning, Conducting, and
Evaluating Quantitative and
Qualitative Research
Pearson College Division This title is only available as a loose-leaf version
with Pearson eText, or an electronic book. A practical, step-by-step core
research text that balances coverage of qualitative and quantitative
methods Educational Research: Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating
Quantitative and Qualitative Research oﬀers a truly balanced, inclusive,
and integrated overview of the ﬁeld as it currently stands. This text
provides thorough coverage of the methods and procedures used in
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods research. It helps students
learn how to begin to conduct research and see a project through
preparation of a manuscript, and it also helps students learn how to read
and evaluate research reports. Video-Enhanced Pearson eText. Included in
this package is access to the new Video-Enhanced eText for exclusively
from Pearson. The Video-Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. Full-color
online chapters include dynamic videos that show what course concepts
look like in real classrooms, model good teaching practice, and expand
upon chapter concepts. Video links, chosen by our authors and other
subject-matter experts, are embedded right in context of the content you
are reading Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or
download the Pearson eText App to read on or oﬄine on your iPad and
Android tablets.* Interactive. Features include embedded video, embedded
assessment, note taking and sharing, highlighting and search. Aﬀordable.
Experience all these advantages of the Video-Enhanced eText along with all
the beneﬁts of print for 40% to 50% less than a print bound book. *The
Pearson eText App is available for free on Google Play and in the App
Store.* Requires Android OS 3.1 - 4, a 7" or 10" tablet or iPad iOS 5.0 or
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newer 0133831531 / 9780133831535 Educational Research: Planning,
Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and Qualitative Research, LooseLeaf Version with Video-Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0133549585 / 9780133549584 Educational Research:
Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and Qualitative
Research, Loose-Leaf Version 0133570088 / 9780133570083 Educational
Research: Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating Quantitative and
Qualitative Research, Video-Enhanced Pearson eText -- Access Card

Writing in and about the Performing
and Visual Arts
Creating, Performing, and Teaching
"The performing and visual arts have much to oﬀer writing studies in terms
of process, creativity, design, delivery, and habits of mind (and body). This
collection is intended for teachers and researchers of writing in and across
the disciplines, in both secondary and post-secondary settings, and for
those outside of writing studies who wish to infuse more writing into their
performing and visual arts curricula and courses. Contributors showcase
ways of knowing and doing in the performing and visual arts. This
collection expands on the concepts and ideas from the special issue of the
journal Across the Disciplines (https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/special/arts/),
especially in terms of writing pedagogy, assessment, and secondary-school
connections in the performing and visual arts. Contributors also oﬀer
teachers in the performing and visual arts practical designs and strategies
for teaching writing in their ﬁelds"--

Qualitative Research Methods
Collecting Evidence, Crafting
Analysis, Communicating Impact
John Wiley & Sons The deﬁnitive step-by step resource for qualitative and
ethnographic research Qualitative Research Methods: Collecting Evidence,
Crafting Analysis, Communicating Impact is a comprehensive guide on both
the theoretical foundations and practical application of qualitative
methodology. Adopting a phronetic-iterative approach, this foundational
book leads readers through the chronological progression of a qualitative
research project, from designing a study and collecting and analyzing data
to developing theories and eﬀectively communicating the results—allowing
readers to employ qualitative methods in their projects as they follow each
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chapter. Coverage of topics such as qualitative theories, ethics, sampling,
interview techniques, qualitative quality, and advice on practical ﬁeldwork
provides clear and concise guidance on how to design and conduct sound
research projects. Easy-to-follow instructions on iterative qualitative data
analysis explain how to organize, code, interpret, make claims, and build
theory. Throughout, the author oﬀers her own backstage stories about
ﬁeldwork, analysis, drafting, writing, and publishing, revealing the
emotional and humorous aspects of practicing qualitative methods. Now in
its second edition, this thorough and informative text includes new and
expanded sections on topics including post-qualitative research,
phenomenology, textual analysis and cultural studies, gaining access to
elite and diﬃcult to access populations, on persuasive writing, novel
interviewing approaches, and more. Numerous examples, case studies,
activities, and discussion questions have been updated to reﬂect current
research and ensure contemporary relevance. Written in an engaging and
accessible narrative style by an acclaimed scholar and researcher in the
ﬁeld Oﬀers new and updated examples of coding and qualitative analysis,
full-color photos and illustrations, and a companion instructor website
Synthesizes the most up-to-date multidisciplinary literature on qualitative
research methods including seven main approaches to qualitative inquiry:
grounded theory, case study, ethnography, phenomenology, narrative and
autoethnography, participatory action research, and arts-based research
Presents innovative qualitative data collection methods and modern
representation strategies, such as virtual ethnography, photo-voice, and
mobile interviewing Qualitative Research Methods: Collecting Evidence,
Crafting Analysis, Communicating Impact is an ideal resource for
undergraduate and graduate students, instructors, and faculty across
multiple disciplines including the social sciences, healthcare, education,
management, and the humanities, and for practitioners seeking expert
guidance on practical qualitative methods.

After Virtue
A&C Black Highly controversial when it was ﬁrst published in 1981, Alasdair
MacIntyre's After Virtue has since established itself as a landmark work in
contemporary moral philosophy. In this book, MacIntyre sought to address
a crisis in moral language that he traced back to a European Enlightenment
that had made the formulation of moral principles increasingly diﬃcult. In
the search for a way out of this impasse, MacIntyre returns to an earlier
strand of ethical thinking, that of Aristotle, who emphasised the
importance of 'virtue' to the ethical life. More than thirty years after its
original publication, After Virtue remains a work that is impossible to
ignore for anyone interested in our understanding of ethics and morality
today.
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Salsa Dancing into the Social
Sciences
Research in an Age of Info-glut
Harvard University Press “You might think that dancing doesn’t have a lot
to do with social research, and doing social research is probably why you
picked this book up in the ﬁrst place. But trust me. Salsa dancing is a
practice as well as a metaphor for a kind of research that will make your
life easier and better.” Savvy, witty, and sensible, this unique book is both
a handbook for deﬁning and completing a research project, and an astute
introduction to the neglected history and changeable philosophy of modern
social science. In this volume, Kristin Luker guides novice researchers in:
knowing the diﬀerence between an area of interest and a research topic;
deﬁning the relevant parts of a potentially inﬁnite research literature;
mastering sampling, operationalization, and generalization; understanding
which research methods best answer your questions; beating writer’s
block. Most important, she shows how friendships, non-academic interests,
and even salsa dancing can make for a better researcher. “You know about
setting the kitchen timer and writing for only an hour, or only 15 minutes if
you are feeling particularly anxious. I wrote a fairly large part of this book
feeling exactly like that. If I can write an entire book 15 minutes at a time,
so can you.”

An Introduction to Critical Discourse
Analysis in Education
Routledge Accessible yet theoretically rich, this landmark text introduces
key concepts and issues in critical discourse analysis and situates these
within the ﬁeld of educational research. The book invites readers to
consider the theories and methods of three major traditions in critical
discourse studies – discourse analysis, critical discourse analysis, and
multimodal discourse analysis -- through the empirical work of leading
scholars in the ﬁeld. Beyond providing a useful overview, it contextualizes
CDA in a wide range of learning environments and identiﬁes how CDA can
shed new insights on learning and social change. Detailed analytic
procedures are included – to demystify the process of conducting CDA, to
invite conversations about issues of trustworthiness of interpretations and
their value to educational contexts, and to encourage researchers to build
on the scholarship in critical discourse studies. This edition features a new
structure; a touchstone chapter in each section by a recognized expert
(Gee, Fairclough, Kress); and a stronger international focus on both
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theories and methods. NEW! Companion Website with Chapter Extensions;
Interviews; Bibliographies; and Resources for Teaching Critical Discourse
Analysis.

Assessing Competence in
Professional Performance across
Disciplines and Professions
Springer This book examines the challenges of cross-professional
comparisons and proposes new forms of performance assessment to be
used in professions education. It addresses how complex issues are
learned and assessed across and within diﬀerent disciplines and
professions in order to move the process of “performance assessment for
learning” to the next level. In order to be better equipped to cope with
increasing complexity, change and diversity in professional education and
performance assessment, administrators and educators will engage in
crucial systems thinking. The main question discussed by the book is how
the required competence in the performance of students can be assessed
during their professional education at both undergraduate and graduate
levels. To answer this question, the book identiﬁes unresolved issues and
clariﬁes conceptual elements for performance assessment. It reviews the
development of constructs that cross disciplines and professions such as
critical thinking, clinical reasoning, and problem solving. It discusses what
it means to instruct and assess students within their own domain of study
and across various roles in multiple contexts, but also what it means to
instruct and assess students across domains of study in order to judge
integration and transfer of learning outcomes. Finally, the book examines
what it takes for administrators and educators to develop competence in
assessment, such as reliably judging student work in relation to criteria
from multiple sources. "... the co-editors of this volume, Marcia
Mentkowski and Paul F. Wimmers, are associated with two institutions
whose characters are so intimately associated with the insight that
assessment must be integrated with curriculum and instructional program
if it is to become a powerful inﬂuence on the educational process ..." Lee
Shulman, Stanford University

Writing Spaces 1
Readings on Writing
Parlor Press LLC Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing oﬀer
multiple perspectives on a wide-range of topics about writing, much like
the model made famous by Wendy Bishop’s “The Subject Is . . .” series. In
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each chapter, authors present their unique views, insights, and strategies
for writing by addressing the undergraduate reader directly. Drawing on
their own experiences, these teachers-as-writers invite students to join in
the larger conversation about developing nearly every aspect of craft of
writing. Consequently, each essay functions as a standalone text that can
easily complement other selected readings in writing or writing-intensive
courses across the disciplines at any level. Topics in Volume 1 of the series
include academic writing, how to interpret writing assignments, motives
for writing, rhetorical analysis, revision, invention, writing centers,
argumentation, narrative, reﬂective writing, Wikipedia, patchwriting,
collaboration, and genres.

Discourse in Content and Language
Integrated Learning (CLIL)
Classrooms
John Benjamins Publishing The label CLIL stands for classrooms where a
foreign language (English) is used as a medium of instruction in content
subjects. This book provides a ﬁrst in-depth analysis of the kind of
communicative abilities which are embodied in such CLIL classrooms. It
examines teacher and student talk at secondary school level from diﬀerent
discourse-analytic angles, taking into account the interpersonal pragmatics
of classroom discourse and how school subjects are talked into being
during lessons. The analysis shows how CLIL classroom interaction is
strongly shaped by its institutional context, which in turn conditions the
ways in which students experience, use and learn the target language. The
research presented here suggests that CLIL programmes require more
explicit language learning goals in order to fully exploit their potential for
furthering the learners’ appropriation of a foreign language as a medium of
learning.

Educating the Reﬂective
Practitioner
Toward a New Design for Teaching
and Learning in the Professions
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Children's Prose Comprehension
Research and Practice
International Reading Assn Designed to provide an exchange of ideas
about children's reading comprehension, this book has gathered insights
and perspectives from both educators and psychologists concerning the
comprehension process. The ﬁrst section of the book consists of three
chapters devoted to literature reviews, each dealing with an aspect of
comprehension. Speciﬁc areas covered in the reviews are: basic research
on the development of prose comprehension, experimental manipulations
designed to promote comprehension, and successful instructional
materials and practices used for teaching children to comprehend. The
second section of the book contains three discussant chapters that provide
critical commentary on the literature reviews. The book concludes with a
summary chapter and a comprehensive listing of references. (FL)

Creative Labour
Media Work in Three Cultural
Industries
Routledge What is it like to work in the media? Are media jobs more
‘creative’ than those in other sectors? To answer these questions, this
book explores the creative industries, using a combination of original
research and a synthesis of existing studies. Through its close analysis of
key issues – such as tensions between commerce and creativity, the
conditions and experiences of workers, alienation, autonomy, selfrealization, emotional and aﬀective labour, self-exploitation, and how
possible it might be to produce ‘good work’ Creative Labour makes a major
contribution to our understanding of the media, of work, and of social and
cultural change. In addition, the book undertakes an extensive exploration
of the creative industries, spanning numerous sectors including television,
music and journalism. This book provides a comprehensive and accessible
account of life in the creative industries in the twenty-ﬁrst century. It is a
major piece of research and a valuable study aid for both undergraduate
and postgraduate students of subjects including business and management
studies, sociology of work, sociology of culture, and media and
communications.
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Music's Meanings
A Modern Musicology for Non-Musos
“In addressing a pedagogical problem ―how to talk about music as if it
meant something other than itself – Philip Tagg raises fundamental
questions about western epistemology as well as some of its strategically
mystifying discourses. With an unsurpassed authority in the ﬁeld, the
author draws on a lifetime of critical reﬂection on the experience of music,
and how to communicate it without resorting to exclusionary jargon. This is
a must-read book for anyone interested in music, for whatever reason:
students, teachers, researchers, performers, industry and policy
stakeholders, or just to be able to talk intelligently about the musical
experience.” (Prof. Bruce Johnson)
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